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coating categories
Wagners use two different types of coatings; fluoropolymer and
high-quality polyurethane. We use a fluoropolymer coating on
members that are either in direct sunlight or subject to harsh marine
environments, while all other members are coated with the highquality polyurethane paint.
Why fluoropolymer?
Fluoropolymer has been engineered to resist UV and other
weathering effects extremely well with minimal loss of gloss and
color over its life. It comes with an extra long life warranty and at
least 40 years of exterior exposure before the first recoat is required.

STRUCTURAL
COATINGS

Why coating rather than resin injected color?
Although UV inhibitors can be used in the process of making of glass
fiber reinforced plastic products, the effectiveness of the inhibitors
diminishes quickly with prolonged UV exposure. Wagners found in
the American conditions nothing works better than ensuring the
composite fiber product has an effective coating to protect it from
UV degradation.

During the process of making the decking and the kickrails, Wagners
suppliers use a process of injecting the requested color into its
resins to ensure that no edge is left without its color after trimming.

DECKING AND
KICKRAILS

Though every effort is taken to ensure the color between panels
match, some slight color variation is to be expected with large
orders due to slight batching differences.

Wagners aluminum balustrades are powder coated using the
Dulux Duralloy Range that has a 10-year durability and color
warranty. The benefits of Dulux’s Duralloy Range is that it has a
guaranteed performance on aluminum with good color retention
and a durable hard-wearing finish.
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STRUCTURAL COATING
Colors
Our color palette complements any environment the structure is built for
with a choice between premium or standard colors to meet the needs of any
application.
Custom colors are available upon request. Custom and premium colors may incur price
variations.

PREMIUM STANDARD
RANGE RANGE
NEUTRAL GRAY
26330

DEEP GREEN
14062

LIGHT GRAY
16440

WHITE
17925

IRONBARK
20040

BEIGE
13531

EUCALYPTUS
24172

BRIDGE GRAY
36251

GOLDEN YELLOW
33538

MIDNIGHT BLUE
34058

EARTH RED CAMO
31090

SLATE
16165

DARK GRAY
26099

SEA BLUE
20040

BLACK
17038

WALNUT BROWN
30108

DARK EARTH
26120

GRAY
26044

Whilst every effort is made to accurately color match, variation in color on the final product may occur.
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aCCESSORY Coating
Colors
Our accessory products can be colored to suit your design needs.
Premium colors may incur price variations.

kickrails
PREMIUM RANGE STANDARD RANGE

BLACK

GRAY

BROWN

balustrade
PREMIUM RANGE STANDARD RANGE

WHITE SATIN
2721139S

OYSTER MATTE
27236858

SHALE GREY SATIN
27283246

BLACK SATIN
27219268

mesh and covertop decking
PREMIUM RANGE STANDARD RANGE

SAND
RAL 1002

PALE BROWN
RAL 8025

BLACK
RAL 9005

CHARCOAL
RAL 7021

WINDOW GRAY
RAL 7040

Whilst every effort is made to accurately color match, variation in color on the final product may occur.
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